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From From USA TodayUSA Today bestselling author Meghan March comes a hot new standalone second chance romance.  bestselling author Meghan March comes a hot new standalone second chance romance. 

We fell in love on a beach, got married in paradise, and rode off into the sunset. It should have been perfect, but

saying “I do” doesn’t guarantee a happily-ever-after.

Two years later, I barely recognize either of us behind the walls we’ve built.

It’s time to bring it full circle. Back to a tropical paradise. Back to find out if we can still make this work.

I’m not willing to give her up, but to save us, I have to risk everything.

Two damaged people.

Countless secrets.

The fight of our lives.

We might be broken, but we’re not done.

Take Me BackTake Me Back is a standalone second chance romance, not related to any series. is a standalone second chance romance, not related to any series.

Author's Note:Author's Note: Please be aware that the the reviews below MAY CONTAIN SPOILERS. This book is best enjoyed by

going in blind, and that is the experience I hope every single reader gets to have. Please read reviews at your own risk.

"Take Me Back is EVERYTHING you never knew you wanted in a romance!EVERYTHING you never knew you wanted in a romance! It's EPIC and romantic to the core. I

absolutely LOVED IT!!!LOVED IT!!!" —Shayna Renee's Spicy Reads
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"This is your next addictionyour next addiction. Take Me Back is an all consuming, pulse-pounding, wildly-riveting rideall consuming, pulse-pounding, wildly-riveting ride. I can't stop

thinking about it. I can't get enough. It's a guaranteed favorite, and I'm book drunk from it. A million-star mustA million-star must

read.read." —Angie & Jessica's Dreamy Reads

"Take Me Back has everything. Hot and steamy as the tropical location, Dane and Kat's story is filled with passion,

understanding, action, and binding love. I couldn't turn the pages fast enough!I couldn't turn the pages fast enough!" —New York Times bestselling author

Aleatha Romig

"Meghan March weaves a tale of hope, the unrelenting power of love, and the beauty of second chances like no other."

—New York Times bestselling author Corinne Michaels

"An irresistible combination of suspense and steamirresistible combination of suspense and steam, TAKE ME BACK is a smart, sexy, fast-paced read that kept me

up way past my bedtime! From the tropical setting to the intense chemistry between Kat and Dane, every pageevery page

sizzlessizzles." —Melanie Harlow, USA Today bestselling author

"Take Me Back by Meghan March is the perfect cocktail of romance, intrigue, and danger. Dane and Kat's emotional

(and sexy!) story will twist you up in the best way as you root for them. I was hooked from beginning to end!I was hooked from beginning to end!" —USA
Today bestselling author Lex Martin

"This story is an absolute piece of book heavenThis story is an absolute piece of book heaven. March delivers an emotional tale spun with intrigue and sizzle so

flawlessly that I’m already calling it one of 2017’s best.I’m already calling it one of 2017’s best. Hold on to your Kindles. This one is going to blow you away!"

—USA Today bestselling author Adriana Locke

"Fancy a romance full of angst, twists, and swoon worthy heroes? Dane ticks all the boxes! Loved Meghan March's

new release. Couldn't put it down!Couldn't put it down!" —New York Times bestselling author Pepper Winters
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